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up and look around, but this .
reason alone virtually begs the
question: "are our own contemporaries just not good enough?" .
The Institute's answer is yes of
course, but the public are not
knowledgeable enough and need
some persuasion to look round.
Many of the artists, however,
feel that there is plenty of space
in ~rt Galleries for hanging these
non-Institute exhibits. Hanging'
space in the gallery is very hard
to come by, and the borrowed .
works (18 in all) are denying the
space to the artists for whom the
Exhibition is intended.
If you are put off (understandably) by the inclusion of these.
works, then please don't be. The
Exhibition merits at least a look
round. There is greater variety
this year than the past few,
which results in an exhibition ·
with many contrasting styles.
The entrance fee is a mere lOp
for students, and remember that
they're all for sale.
The
ever-present
David
.Donaldson's portrait of his wife,
for a mere £3,000, is a must
for adding a bit of culture to
any bed-sit.

, " ... and it's not even the original. "

TOMORROW. sees the date deadHne in the University's attempt to
'bring home' Charles Rennie Mackintosh's Writing Desk to the
Mackintosh House in the H.unterian Art Gallery.

Since the launch of the poster
appeal public debate has centred
not on the artistic merits of the
desk, but strictly on the economic
alternatives. And since ' the
'Accommodation Nightmare'
('Guardian', 13 October 1979) is
the chief focal 'thorn in the paw'
lridge' by
at the beginning of any academic
'n Churchill
year, the situation is ideal for
utilitarian either/or arguments.
lue idea of
However, such hIlnkered outmber of works
rage does nothing to alleviate the
sources does
situation. The accommodation
~ public to come
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;J;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;;;;_;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~---I problem is too serious to merit
base considerations, and such
sin1lllar comparisons ignore the
totality ofthe problem.
Meanwhile the real dramatis
personae, Mackintosh and his
desk, have taken second billing.
The University is not attempting
to acquire "a bit of wid" as
Mr James Black (the informed
aesthetician)
believes.
The
cabinet now in the possession of
the Fine Art Society Ltd.
(purchased by them to give the
University more time in raising
I
the necessary cash),
was
Mackintosh's personal property.
The original design was for a
~
writing desk in the Hill .House,
Helensburgh, for Blackie, the
Glasgow
Publisher,
and
Mackintosh, pleased with the
design, had a replica made for
his own use. Concern over the .
actual location of the desk
(Le. did he have the desk in '
Southpark Avenue or in his
office in Bath St.) point to the '
Iclntyre Buildings
unlikeliness of anything other
)1 .
than domestic use, since the
1,00-3.00
original Hill House desk design
was intended for home rather
than office use. I doubt if
Mackintosh could have allowed
himself such a change of mind.
Indeed so treasured a possession was this writing cabinet that
it accompanied Mackintosh to
,. ~ondon in 1914, and apparently
accompanied or was to accomto France in the
.H .l"} , • pallY •him
2Q's . for- it . bore destination
labels to Marseilles when
purchased by Ure in 1933. The
desk has remained in private
ownership till now.
The recognition of Glasgow's
claim to this piece (seeing the
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University as the owner of the
major Mackintosh Collection) is
manifest in the 'manners' shown
by such organisations as the
New
York
Metropolitan
Museum. Notoriously an organisation with t}le reputation of
acquiring ownership at any cost,
they have wished success to
Glasgow in its attempt to acquire
the cabinet.
However the other competitor,
more concerned with furthering
its own collection, is the Louvre
in Paris. The new Museum of
Decorative Arts (till 1905) would
love this Mackintosh piece to
complete the collection. The date
is perfect, and the continental
respect for Mackintosh as an
artist makes this favoured work
ideal. Consequently they will
have the money if the desk is
made available.
Unfortunately this time last
week, in an interview with
Professor Frank Willet, Director
of the Hunterian Museum,
£19,19 was still to be found.
The run-down of the money so
far received is as follows: £20,000
from the National Heritage
Fund; £5,000 from the Royal
Scottish Museum; £3,000 from
the National Art Collections;
the Hunterian spending its
entire purchasing fund of £2,000;
a sizeable donation from the
University itself of £20,000;
the Poster Appeal raising £3,900;
the Letter Appeal a further
£16,110 - thus giving a total of
£70,010, still a good way off
the target.
However difficult the situation
appeared, Professor Willet's air
of optimism was at least partially
reassuring.
_
If in the
1 981 the
Mackin~osh 1,l;!pJtifqC
the
Hunterian Art/ G~.mr!1opens its
doors minus the desk, perhaps
only then will the loss be fully
appreciated. Till then fmancial
'debate will continue to rage after all it's just a "bit of wid ",
,mea culpQ.
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